
II. Solutions?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ggg3C87UVCY

1) Watch the video and react. Use the words below:

Nouns Verbs Adjectives
a nuclear power plant (example 
= Nogent sur Seine)

to wake up polluting =/= clean

cooling towers (= to prevent 
explosions)

to pollute carefree =/= worried, anxious

wind power plant to drink tea pathetic / ridiculous
in the background to be personified efficient =/= inefficient
a hazard = a serious risk to look + adj / to look like + N

to symbolize
to crumble down (= to fall 
apart)
to rise (rose / risen)
to switch to = to change to
to move on = to evolve
to make fun of = to mock



Exploitation possible : 

a) type of doc ? author ? details about the author ?

b) what can you see ? personification ?

c) tell the story : at the beginning ? then what happened ? role of the music ? 
impression ?
S + preterit BE Ving + when suddenly + preterit simple
to start + V-ing

d) symbol ? what does the company want us to do and why? final image in the 
background ?

e) effect on the viewer ? 

This document is a video commercial which was launched by Ecotricity, a 
clean-energy provider / company. It provides people with / it gives people cleaner, 
safer energy sources, for example wind power or solar power. 

In this video, we can see cooling towers, which are personified : they have 
eyes, arms ; one has a moustache. At the beginning, they look carefree / happy. 

At the beginning, two towers were waking up and drinking tea when suddenly, 
a female singer started singing and the towers started crumbling down / falling apart. 
The towers looked anxious / worried, because this destruction symbolizes their death. 

The towers symbolize the "Big Six". The company wants us to "move on" and 
"dump the Big Six", because they are probably polluting too much. They also 
represent a hazard / a serious danger ( for example, if a nuclear power plant exploded, 
it would be horrible). At the end of the video, in lieu of / instead of the cooling 
towers, wind towers rise up in the background to encourage people to switch to green 
energies. Maybe Ecotricity wants people to produce their own energy (with small, 
private wind towers for example), because it's written "People : Power".

I think the video is effective because it makes fun of / mocks polluting 
energies: the towers are personified and we see them die in a very pathetic way. This 
strikes the viewers' mind, makes them laugh and ponder / think over the energy 
problem. This commercial is efficient and convincing. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vw-Upkkp4m8

2) Listen to the song and complete. Then, pick out the important words and imagine who is singing. 

What's that you ______ in ______ __________?
Is it the _______ _________ anyway?
Some stuff is really ____ _______ to ___________.
Some stuff, yeah, really _____ _____ ___________.
________ of the ________ when you _______.
Make ______ the ________ is _____ too ________.
Don't _______ too _______ away.
It's _______ a ____________.
Stay ________ baby,
When you ______ _____ baby.
Stay _________,
When you __________ __________ baby.
Stay _________ baby,
When you ______ _____ baby.

Now, watch the video to check your suppositions, and react.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vw-Upkkp4m8


Exploitation possible:

2)
a) theme of the song? how many voices? keywords?

b) video: where? characters (human and non-human)? 

c) who is the author? message? target (= cible)?

In the song, we can hear several voices. Maybe the singers are part of an 
environmentalist group.The most important words are "buy", "choose" which are repeated. 
The word "planet" is also important.

At the beginning of the video, a couple has just finished shopping at a mall (= 
shopping center). The woman puts a grocery bag in their car. Suddenly, the grocery bag 
starts singing. Then, we see other grocery bags which are singing the song. The song seems 
to target teenagers / young people (we can see one girl and two boys). 

We discover at the end that the video was launched by an environmental initiative / 
project. The authors want us to "stay awake" and think about the problem of consumption. 
We should choose carefully what we buy at the supermarket. We should be aware of / feel 
concerned about ecological problems: people shouldn't waste the products that they buy, 
they should only buy what they need. 

I think this document is aimed / targeted at young children (the animated grocery 
bags are amusing) and teenagers, because we are the future: we must protect the 
environment because previous generations haven't really done it. 


